Shuttle Bus Information

A shuttle bus will be available for all delegates between our partner hotels and the University of Surrey campus. For more information on the timing of these shuttles, please refer to the details below:

**8am**
Hotels to University of Surrey campus
Shuttle bus from the following hotels to the University of Surrey campus:
- The Guildford Harbour Hotel
- Premier Inn, Guildford
- Travelodge, Guildford

All shuttle buses will depart from outside the main entrance to the hotels.

A student helper will be on hand should any assistance be required.

**8.30am**
Hotels to University of Surrey campus
Shuttle bus from the following hotels to the University of Surrey campus:
- The Guildford Harbour Hotel
- Premier Inn, Guildford
- Travelodge, Guildford

All shuttle buses will depart from outside the main entrance to the hotels.

A student helper will be on hand should any assistance be required.

**7.30pm**
University of Surrey campus to hotels
Following the close of academic activity, shuttle buses will transport delegates back to all partner hotels (as listed above).

The shuttle buses will depart from the piazza bus stop, located just outside the Rix Medik Building.

**9pm**
Hotels to Gala Dinner
Shuttle bus to transport delegates from hotels (as above) to Guildford Cathedral for the Gala Dinner.

**11pm**
Gala Dinner to hotels
Shuttle bus to collect delegates from the Gala Dinner at Guildford Cathedral and transport back to partner hotels (as listed above).

Please note that all shuttles will leave promptly at their advertised times.